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ABSTRACT

Multiple attenuation comprises a very important phase of the seismic reflection processing because it removes undesirable effects occurred during the propagation of the seismic signal in the earth. The present work aims at presenting the effectiveness of modern multiple suppression methods applied on streamer seismic reflection data. The seismic dataset represents an area with moderately dipping seafloor. The specific dataset was chosen in order to present the elimination of the water-column reverberations and internal multiples in dipping layers.
Strong seafloor and internal multiples, lateral reflections and coherent noise impose difficulties in discriminating primary reflections in the seismic image of the present work. The prestack demultiple scheme combines wave equation method and deconvolution in order to predict and attenuate water-column reverberations and internal multiple reflections respectively.
In particular, the region of moderately dipping seafloor chosen for the application of the proposed scheme images the Frontal Bulge in the outer Hellenic arc. The prestack demultiple method improved the quality of the stacked and migrated sections, by attenuating the majority of multiple reflections and extracting information about the structural units of the study area.
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INTRODUCTION

In the present paper we divide the multiple reflections in two categories, i.e. the water-column reverberations and the internal multiples. Water-column reverberations are caused by the energy trap in the water layer, especially in areas with hard seafloor. The harder the seafloor, the greater the number of multiples, that have amplitudes comparable to the primaries. For simplicity reasons we include the receiver side multiples and the source side multiples in the term of the water-column reverberations. Under the term internal multiples we consider the multiple events that experience two or more upward reflections in the subsurface and have their downward reflection points below the free surface.
The techniques for suppressing multiples can be divided in three groups. The first group consists of techniques based on partial moveout such as frequency-wavenumber (F-K) and Radon filters (Fail and Grau, 1963; Schneider et al., 1965; Treitel et al., 1967). Deconvolution techniques attenuate multiples exhibiting periodicity (Backus, 1959; Peacock and Treitel, 1969; Griffiths et al., 1978). The last group includes wave equation methods (Wiggins, 1988).
Weglein (1999) presented an excellent review of recent advances in multiple attenuation on a special issue of the Leading Edge, while TenKroode (2002) proposed an asymptotic derivation of results due to Weglein et al. (1997), on the prediction of internal multiples in seismic reflection data. Matson et al. (1999) in the same issue of the Leading Edge compared three multiple attenuation methods, namely the wave equation multiple suppression, τ-p deconvolution and hyperbolic Radon multiple suppression. They reported that the combination of the first two methods as they were applied to a hard-bottom dataset gave better results. Berkhout (1999) proposed a wave method for multiple generation based on a feedback model, which is followed by an adaptive subtraction step, while Verschuur and Prein (1999) presented multiple removal results for subsalt and basalt layer environments. Ikelle et al. (2004) demonstrated a linear and non-iterative solution for attenuating all free-surface multiples in towed-streamer data, while Wang (2004) predicted surface-multiples through inversion, building the multiple model not by spatial convolution but by updating the attenuated multiple wavefield in the previous iteration to generate a multiple prediction for the new iteration. This method predicts multiples which are not only accurate kinematically but are also accurate in phase and amplitude.
Additionally, the technique of dual-sensor (hydrophone and geophone) recordings in bottom cable (OBC) experiments can effectively attenuate receiver-side multiples in both data types or combined to split the geophone data into upgoing P and S waves. Amundsen et al. (2000) reported a new formulae of OBC multiple attenuation and P/S splitting for the case of a heterogeneous seafloor.
This paper presents a prestack multiple attenuation method applied on deep water seismic data from seismic line ION - 7 and the information revealed. A short description of both the geographic and geologic setting of the studied area is followed by the presentation of the prestack multiple attenuation scheme. The results from the application of this method on seismic reflection data from the Ionian sea is finally discussed in detail. The field data used in the present paper was selected in 1992 with the support of the European Union (JOULE STREAMERS PROJECT), in order to obtain information about the structure of the crust, and probably the upper mantle (Hirn et al., 1996). Seven seismic lines (Fig. 1A) of total length 700 Km were scanned in the central Mediterranean sea. One of these lines namely ION – 7 (Fig. 1B) crosses the deep Ionian basin.
THE AREA OF STUDY
The seismic profile ION-7 (Fig. 1A) of 180 km total length crosses the western margin of the Hellenic arc (HA) from the deep Ionian basin (southwest) to the Gulf of Patras (northeast). It is located at the western part of the External Hellenides formed during Tertiary times as a result of the convergence between the Eurasia continent and Apulia microplate which initiated at the end of Cretaceous.
The External Hellenides foldbelt includes the Pre – Apulian (or Paxos) and Ionian geotectonic zones (Fig. 1B) which are present in Kefallinia and Zakynthos islands. Oceanic crust probably floors the Ionian Abyssal plain and is being subducted beneath the Hellenic and Calabrian arcs (Weigel, 1974; Makris and Stobbe, 1984). Fore-arc scarping has developed in response to subduction in both areas (Underhill, 1989). An active dextral wrench fault zone, the Kefalonia Transform Fault (Louvari et al., 1999; Sachpazi et al., 2000; Kokinou et al., 2006) separates the oceanic crust from the end - wedge of the Mediterranean ridge. The thrust and folding of the Ionian zone occurred in the late Early Miocene but it has not affected the Pre–Apulian zone.

The studied area (Fig. 1B) of the present work is located at the end of the Hellenic arc and is referred as Frontal Bulge (Hirn et al., 1996). Frontal Bulge probably comprises the outer part of the Pre- Apulian geotectonic zone, which is considered as a transition zone between the Apulian foreland and the Ionian basin. The tectonic regime changes from extension in the outer Hellenic arc to compression in the Hellenic Trench (Fig. 1B). Frontal Bulge together with the Hellenic Trench and the Mediterranean Ridge comprise an accretionary prism to the present day.
Frontal Bulge comprises a bathymetric high (55.8 Km - 72.6 Km of the seismic line ION-7) located in the outer Hellenic arc. This western part of the Hellenic arc is considered as the back section of the Mediterranean Ridge in the area of the seismic line ION-7 (Kokinou et al., 2005) formed as the result of accretionary processes: as the African plate is subducted beneath Aegean, part of its sedimentary cover is scarped off and accreted to the overriding Aegean plate as a huge pile of deforming, dewatering sediments. It was probably formed by the processes affected the Mediterranean Ridge. Fluids circulate through the tectonically deformed sediments of the Mediterranean Ridge and then vent into the sea. The venting of these fluids implies an elevated pressure to activate flow along faults and fractures (Moore, 1989; Moore and Vrolijk, 1992). Because of their effect on the strength of materials, they are significant to the dynamic earth processes whereby sediments can be piled several kilometers high.
MULTIPLE ATTENUATION METHOD

Prestack demultiple procedure

The proposed demultiple scheme consists of two basic steps:

1. Application of the wave equation in order to be predicted and attenuated the water-column reverberations (Wiggins, 1988). The wave field extrapolation method propagates the wavefield one round trip through the water column and then adaptively subtracts this up- and downward continued field from the observed wavefield (Weglein, 1999). In particular, water-column reverberations are attenuated by a two step procedure. The delay between the arrival of successive multiples and the reflectivity of the seafloor are calculated. The predicted multiple (consisting of the delayed waveform combined with the seafloor reflectivity) is subtracted from the raw data. Prediction and subtraction of water-column reverberations by wavefield extrapolation is an effective method of attenuating the above mentioned multiples even where the seafloor is very irregular.

2. Deconvolution in order to be eliminated the internal multiples (Backus, 1959; Peacock and Treitel, 1969; Griffiths et al., 1978). Deconvolution operators employed a minimum mean-square error criterion, i.e. Wiener filters, have been widely and successfully applied in seismic reflection processing. Especially predictive and further adaptive deconvolution comprises methods applicable in data containing multiples with periods that vary with traveltime. Predictive deconvolution is favorable for short period multiples exhibiting repeat interval of only a few times the duration of the source wavelet, so as they can be considered approximately periodic and further discriminated on the basis of their periodicity (Backus, 1959). When the multiple reflection path becomes long compared to the wavelet duration, the multiples are no longer periodic except for the special case of zero offset and exactly flat horizons. In this case adaptive deconvolution is preferable, based on the adaptive linear prediction operator (Griffiths et al., 1978). This filter predicts a trace sample from a subset of past trace values. The error is defined as the actual trace sample minus the predicted value. If this is equal to zero, the same filter is used to predict the next trace sample. If this is not the case, each filter coefficient is increased by an amount proportional to the corresponding trace value.

The demultiple scheme proposed in the present work combines the wave equation multiple rejection method and the adaptive deconvolution. Up to nowadays there is not any algorithm to eliminate all kinds of multiple reflections. This is the reason we have chosen, after many tests, the proposed scheme.

The pre-referred method is applied on shot records from a dipping seafloor area in order to attenuate water-column reverberations and internal multiples and to reveal primary reflections especially from the deeper part of the seismic section of ION-7. Water-column reverberations are well attenuated by the wave equation multiple rejection method, while internal multiples by the adaptive deconvolution filter. Many of the time-varying methods can successfully handle the time-varying multiple problem but most of them are applicable in high signal-to-noise ration environments. Adaptive deconvolution can also be effective in noisy environments.
STREAMERS DEEP REFLECTION DATA

Prestack multiple suppression at a moderately dipping seafloor region

The proposed prestack demultiple scheme was applied on a seismic dataset from a region with moderately dipping seafloor. The specific area was chosen because dipping seafloor and the layers underlain generally produce multiple reflections difficult to be attenuated in comparison to horizontally layered structure.

Picking of the primary reflection times at near-offsets was carried out in order to construct the seafloor depth model. The wave equation method subsequently generated water-column reverberations for this depth model. Prior seafloor multiple attenuation a top mute on common shot records was applied in order to remove events at times earlier than the seafloor reflection. For this purpose a file with the mute times was created. The seafloor multiple reflection wavefield was successfully simulated and then subtracted from the original wavefield. The seafloor multiples, especially at short offsets, were severe attenuated by the pre-mentioned procedure, but the internal multiples were still observable on the shot records.
In order to attenuate the internal multiples various types of deconvolution were applied. Proper selection of the predictive deconvolution operator parameters, such as its length and the lags, was accomplished by testing them. The prewhitening was kept at 0.1 %. The predictive deconvolution partly suppressed internal multiple reflections, but the seafloor multiple was still present at long offsets. The relative amplitude of the primaries was also influenced by predictive deconvolution.
Adaptive deconvolution is favorable for the elimination of multiples with varying periods. The range of the operator length was 3 to 4 s while the range of the prediction lag was 1 to 1.5 s. The range of the adaptation coefficient was 0.1 to 0.15. The adaptive deconvolution significantly attenuates the short-path multiples without affecting the relative amplitude of the primaries.
An original shot gather, located in the study area, is displayed in Figure 2. Strong seafloor and internal multiples are observed at times greater than 7.9 s TWT. Figure 3 displays the same common shot gather after the application of the pre-referred multiple attenuation procedure. Successful elimination of seafloor and internal multiples is observed at times greater than 7.9 s TWT, while at shorter times the signal is not influenced by the multiple attenuation procedure.
The wave equation multiple rejection method and the adaptive deconvolution, applied sequentially on the selected common shot data, substantially eliminate both water-column reverberations and internal multiples. On the stacked section (Fig. 4) of the study area prior the application of the pre-mentioned demultiple scheme, multiples arriving at times greater than 3.7s TWT (two-way time) are dominant and distort the primary reflections. After the application of the proposed demultiple procedure, the stacked section exhibits significant elimination of water-column reverberations and internal multiples revealing a number of primaries (Fig. 5). The improvement of the seismic reflection image, especially in its deeper part is presented in the Kirchhoff-migrated section of Figure 6.
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
Purpose of the present work is to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed demultiple scheme on marine seismic reflection data containing strong seafloor and internal multiples. In addition the selected part of the seismic reflection data set corresponds to a dipping seafloor, a fact that increases the difficulty factor in eliminating multiple reflections. Large amount of energy is reflected between the water-sediment interface and the water interface and subsequently decreases the signal-to-noise ratio of the data set. 

Wave equation multiple rejection and the adaptive deconvolution were sequentially applied on selected common shot records and substantially eliminated both seafloor and internal multiples (Figs. 5, 6). On the stacked section, prior the application of the proposed demultiple scheme, the multiples arriving at times greater than 3.7s TWT (two-way time) are dominant and distort the primaries (Fig. 4). After the application of the demultiple procedure, the stacked section exhibits significant elimination of seafloor and internal multiples revealing a number of possible reflectors (Fig. 6, 7).
Other demultiple algorithms, such as the Karhunen – Loeve (K-L) decomposition, were also applied in the specific data set but without special improvement of the seismic image.
Figure 7 displays the time-migrated section of the studied area after demultiple procedure. A strong discontinuity is observed below the seafloor exhibiting a constant thickness (time length of 0.5 s TWT), underlain by a second discontinuity with varying thickness. The previous reflectors are possibly interrupted by faults. A third discontinuity is present at about 5 - 5.8 s TWT, showing different dipping in comparison with the discontinuities observed in earlier times. The continuity of all reflectors seems to end across a major tectonic feature possibly comprising the limit between the Frontal Bulge and the Hellenic Trench.
CONCLUSIONS

Marine reflection data often exhibits difficulties in the interpretation due to the presence of seafloor and internal multiples. Especially marine environments showing dipping seafloor and underlain layers generally produce low signal-to-noise ratio images.

The sequential application of wave equation multiple rejection and adaptive deconvolution, presented in this paper, was proved well for the attenuation of both seafloor and internal multiples. The stacked and further the time-migrated sections are satisfactory improved after the application of the proposed demultiple scheme. The part of the seismic section prior the presence of the first seafloor multiple reflection seems to be undistorted after the application of the demultiple scheme. The lower part of the section suffering of the multiples presence shows significant improvement and further is interpretable.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1: A. Map of STREAMERS, B. Schemetic map of the studied area where the main tectonic structures are marked.

Figure 2: Original common shot gather located in the study area, SFM: Seafloor multiple reflection, IM: Internal multiples.

Figure 3: Common shot gather located in the study area. Elimination of both seafloor and internal multiples by the sequential application of the wave equation multiple rejection and adaptive deconvolution filters.

Figure 4: Stacked section prior the application of the prestack demultiple procedure.

Figure 5 Stacked section after the application of the demultiple procedure. Seafloor and internal multiples have been removed.

Figure 6 Migrated seismic section of the study area after the demultiple procedure.

Figure 7 Migrated seismic section of the study area. The main reflectors and tectonic feature are marked by dashed line.
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Figure 1 A. Map of STREAMERS – lines, B. Schemetic map of the studied area where the main tectonic structures are marked.
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Figure 2 Original common shot gather located in the study area, SFM: Seafloor multiple reflection, IM: Internal multiples.
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Figure 3 Common shot gather located in the study area. Elimination of both seafloor and internal multiples by the sequential application of the wave equation multiple rejection and adaptive deconvolution filters.
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Figure 4 Stacked section prior the application of the prestack demultiple procedure.
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Figure 5 Stacked section after the application of the demultiple procedure. The seafloor and internal multiples have been removed.
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Figure 6 Migrated seismic section of the study area after the demultiple procedure.
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Figure 7 Migrated seismic section of the study area. The main reflectors and tectonic feature are marked by dashed line.
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